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Abstract

Angiotensin (Ang) II plays an important role in post-myocardial infarction (MI) cardiac remodeling. The Ang II type 1 (AT1) receptor which mediates most Ang II effects is upregulated on non-myocytes in the post-MI heart. We have shown that pro-inflammatory cytokines increase AT1 receptor density on cardiac fibroblasts through a mechanism involving NF-κB activation. This study examines the in vitro kinetics of tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) and interleukin-1β (IL-1β) induced AT1 receptor upregulation in neonatal rat cardiac fibroblasts and assesses temporal and spatial associations between the appearance of these agents and increased AT1 receptor density post-MI. The results show that IL-1β more rapidly induces AT1 receptor upregulation than does TNF-α, an effect that can be mimicked by a NF-κB-dependent luciferase reporter gene. Moreover, the effects of these pro-inflammatory cytokines are additive. Using immunohistochemistry in the post-MI rat heart we found strong temporal and spatial correlations between TNF-α, IL-1β and AT1 receptor proteins in the peri-infarction (PI) zone in fibroblasts and macrophages. Labeling intensity for the cytokines and the AT1 receptor increased from 1 to 7 days post-MI in the PI zone in conjunction with replacement scar formation. This labeling persisted in non-myocytes bordering the scar for up to 83 days post-MI. These findings suggest that IL-1β and TNF-α act coordinately to increase AT1 receptor density on non-myocytes in the post-MI heart and that this effect may contribute to extracellular matrix remodeling and fibrosis.

© 2005 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Post-myocardial infarction (MI) the heart undergoes a process of remodeling that includes both hypertrophy of cardiac myocytes in non-infarcted segments of myocardium and extensive changes in the extracellular matrix (ECM). The latter involves formation of a replacement scar at the infarct site as well as deposition of fibrous tissue throughout the remaining spared segments of myocardium. Changes that occur in the ECM in the post-MI heart are important determinants of cardiac function. The expeditious generation of a replacement scar helps maintain structural integrity of the heart and limits further increases in chamber size that would increase wall stress and load on the damaged ventricle. Fibrous tissue deposition in non-infarcted myocardium, however, adversely affects cardiac function and is a major factor in the development of heart failure [1].

Cardiac fibroblasts are critical components in the post-MI ECM remodeling process [2]. Angiotensin (Ang) II stimulates fibroblast functions that are involved in ECM remodeling including the production of structural ECM proteins such as fibronectin and collagens (Col) I and III, tissue inhibitors of matrix metalloproteinases (TIMPs) and ‘secondary’ growth factors that act in an autocrine/paracrine manner to promote the remodeling process [3–7]. The Ang II type 1 (AT1) receptor mediates most of these Ang II effects and there is evi-
dence that AT1 density is upregulated on cardiac fibroblasts in the post-MI heart [8,9]. Moreover, the administration of Ang converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors and Ang receptor blockers inhibits post-MI fibrosis in animal models [10–15] and improves the clinical course in these experimental settings as well as in post-MI patients [16,17].

We have previously shown that tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) and interleukin-1β (IL-1β), pro-inflammatory cytokines that are present in the post-MI heart [18–21], upregulate the AT1 receptor in cultured rat neonatal cardiac fibroblasts [22] through a mechanism involving NF-κB activation [23]. This effect appears to be important since cytokine induced increases in AT1 receptor density enhance the response to Ang II of fibroblast functions that favor ECM deposition [24]. These findings raise the possibility that TNF-α and IL-1β coordinately regulate AT1 receptor density on cardiac fibroblasts within the post-MI heart. While such cooperation might provide both greater precision and increased options for controlling AT1 receptor expression, redundancy in the effects of these cytokines also suggests that interventions which inhibit individual cytokines might not be optimal, at least in regard to the regulation of the AT1 receptor. Thus, this study was designed to: 1) characterize and compare the time- and dose-dependent effects of IL-1β and TNF-α on AT1 receptor expression in cardiac fibroblasts, 2) correlate the timing of cytokine induced NF-κB activation with AT1 gene expression, and 3) determine spatial and temporal associations between the appearance of IL-1β and TNF-α and AT1 upregulation in the post-MI heart and the appearance of these proteins with the deposition of fibrous tissue at the infarct site.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Cell cultures

Neonatal rat cardiac fibroblasts were prepared from hearts of 1–2 day-old Sprague–Dawley rats as described [6]. For each experiment fibroblast cultures were plated from frozen stock (passage 1) in DMEM high glucose (Gibco-BRL, Gaithersburg, MD) containing 10% FBS. At 100% confluence media was replaced with serum-free media for 24 h and cultures were treated according to the experimental design. Three independent experiments were done using three different cell preparations. In time course experiments fibroblasts from the same culture were exposed to recombinant IL-1β (1 ng/ml, R&D Systems) or recombinant rat TNF-α (10 ng/ml, Biosource International, Camarillo, CA) in serum-free media for 2–48 h. Dose response studies were performed after 12 and 24 h of incubation with IL-1β (0.01–10 ng/ml) or TNF-α (0.1–500 ng/ml), respectively.

2.2. Isolation of total RNA and competitive-quantitative RT-PCR

Total RNA was extracted from cultured cells using the Qiagen RNeasy kit (Valencia, CA). Amplification of AT1 mRNA was performed using the Titan one tube RT-PCR System (Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Indianapolis, IN). Quantification of AT1 mRNA levels was done using a qualitative competitive RT-PCR method previously developed by the investigators and is described in detail in Gurantz et al. [22]. Briefly, the DNA fragment of the target AT1 gene was amplified from three quantities of RNA obtained from the same sample. Determination of RNA concentration was made using two dilutions within the linear range of the spectrophotometric measurement. Amplification was done in the presence of a constant copy number of synthetic deletion mutant cRNA of an AT1A gene clone from which 63 bp were removed (bases 502–564, kindly provided by Dr. Eric Clauser, Collège de France, Paris, France [25]). After separation of the DNA products on an ethidium bromide gel, the intensity of the each band was determined from digitized images. The values for the mutant-derived bands were corrected for the difference in fragment size due to the deletion, and the values for the log target/mutant band intensity were plotted against log RNA concentration. The points were then fitted with a linear line, and the value of x when y = 0 was considered the amount of RNA amount that contains the same number of AT1 mRNA molecules as the mutant cRNA. AT1 mRNA molecules per nanogram of total RNA was derived from that number. This quantitative competitive RT-PCR method for the estimation of AT1 mRNA levels was validated by northern analysis in which AT1 mRNA levels were standardized to either 28s rRNA or GAPDH mRNA as internal standards (unpublished observations from the investigator’s laboratory).

2.3. Cloning and packaging of 6 × κB-luciferase

Synthetic oligodeoxynucleotides representing six tandem NF-κB consensus sequences [26] were annealed (forward, 5′-(GGGACTTTCC)3 GAATTC(GGGACTTTCC)3A-3′; reverse, 5′-GATCT(GGAAAGTCCC)3GAATTC(GGAAA GTCCC)3A-3′). Annealed oligos were ligated into the Small-BglII sites of the luciferase vector, pGL3-Promoter (Promega, Madison, WI) and cloned in Escherichia coli. The 6 × κB-luciferase gene was excised from the resulting plasmid by digestion with BamHI-SmalI and ligated into the NotI sites of the adeno viral shuttle vector, pACCMVpLPASR [23] using synthetic linker-adapters. A clone that had the luciferase gene inserted in a positive orientation with respect to the adenoviral genome was selected. Adenovirus was produced by recombination between this shuttle vector and the full-length adenovirus 5 vector, pJM17, as described by Gomez-Goix et al. [27].

2.4. Infection of fibroblasts with recombinant adenovirus

Fibroblasts were grown to confluence in 3.5-cm tissue culture plates. Two extra plates were seeded to determine cell number by hemacytometer counting. Fibroblasts were infected with adenovirus (at a multiplicity of infection of 2 plaque forming units per fibroblast) in 1.5 ml DMEM + 2%
fetal bovine serum (heat-inactivated at 65 °C for 15 min) for 18 h. The media was replaced with DMEM + 0.5% fetal bovine serum and the cells were allowed to recover for 6 h. Cells were then treated with cytokine, lysed and assayed for luciferase activity. We had previously found that the efficiency of gene transfer with adenovirus was nearly 100% as indicated by complete inhibition of function by a dominant negative gene that was infected into fibroblasts at multiplicity of infection of 5 plaque forming units per fibroblast (depicted in Fig. 2 in Cowling et al.[23]).

2.5. Luciferase assay

At the desired time-point, cells were washed with PBS and extracted on ice with 200 µl lysis buffer (50 mM Mes/Tris (pH 7.8), 1 mM DTT, 0.1% Triton X-100, 10 µg/ml leupeptin, 0.1 KU/ml aprotinin). Lysates were cleared by centrifugation at 4 °C. Twenty microliters of cell lysate was diluted into 180 µl assay buffer (62.5 mM Mes/Tris, 2.1 mM MgCl2, 2.1 mg/ml ATP) and loaded into a Monolight 350 Portable Luminescence Photometer (Analytical Luminescence Laboratory Inc., San Diego, CA). The machine was zeroed, 100 µl luciferin solution injected (0.26 mg/ml D(-)-luciferin (Roche) in 5 mM potassium phosphate (pH 7.8) and peak luminescence recorded at room temperature.

2.6. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA)

The procedures for preparation of the nuclear extracts from cultured fibroblasts and gel-shift assays for NF-κB were performed as described by Cowling et al. [23].

2.7. Receptor binding assays

Binding of Ang II was performed on intact adherent fibroblasts plated equally in six-well plates. Upon reaching confluence the cells were serum starved and treated with IL-1β, TNF-α or both for 48 h at doses indicated in Section 3 using methods previously described [22]. Non-specific binding was determined in the presence of “cold” Ang II (10⁻³ M), and competition for binding was assessed in the presence of losartan (10⁻³ M Merck, Rahway, NJ) or PD123319 (10⁻³ M RBI, Natick, MA). Based on previous experience in determining the binding characteristics of Ang II to the AT₁ receptor on cardiac fibroblasts [22] a single concentration of 10 nM ³H Ang II was used in these experiments to compare binding levels under different experimental treatments.

2.8. Myocardial infarction and histochemistry

Adult Sprague–Dawley rats were anesthetized by intraperitoneal (IP) administration of a mixture of Ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (8 mg/kg) and then intubated and placed on a mechanical ventilator. After left thoracotomy was performed, the heart was exposed and the left anterior descending coronary artery was ligated just below its origin. The incision was closed in layers and the rats were allowed to recover. At selected time points from 1 to 83 days post-MI, rats were anaesthetized with the same anesthetic mixture and the heart was excised and cross-sectioned at the center of the scar. The apical part of the heart was frozen for subsequent cryostat sectioning. H and E was used to provide information on scar size and non-myocyte accumulation. Masson staining was used to detect Col.

2.9. Immunohistochemistry

Cytokines were detected using rabbit anti IL-1β (IgG, Sero-tec, UK) and rabbit anti-rTNF-α polyclonal antibody (IgG, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). AT₁ receptors were detected using rabbit anti-AT₁ polyclonal antibody (IgG, generously provided by Dr. Catt, NIH, Bethesda, MD [28]). Rabbit IgG (Vec-
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A maximal increase of nearly fivefold in AT1 mRNA levels was seen with TNF-α. The subsequent decline in AT1 mRNA levels is likely due to inactivation of IL-1β in the media since the response was sustained at maximal levels over 24 h by re-stimulating with TNF-α plus 10% blocking serum (of the animal source of the secondary antibody). Incubation with primary antibodies overnight at 4 °C in TBS in the presence of blocking serum was followed by five TBS washes and incubation with secondary antibodies (biotinylated anti-rabbit or anti-mouse IgGs, Vector Laboratories) in TBS with blocking serum for 60 min at room temperature. Sections were then rinsed five times with TBS and exposed to alkaline-phosphatase streptavidin (in TBS, Vector Laboratories) for 30 min. The chromogen reaction utilized Vector Red as a color substrate (Vector Laboratories). Counter staining with Mayer’s hematoxylin for 5 min was used to visualize nuclei and outline of myocytes, similarly to that seen in H and E staining.

2.10. Data analysis

Data are presented as mean ± S.E.M. Significant differences were determined by t-test or ANOVA followed by multiple comparison testing using GraphPad Prism software (version 3.00, GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). A P value <0.05 was considered statistically significant relative to control.

3. Results

3.1. Time- and dose-dependent effects of IL-1β on AT1 mRNA

Fig. 1A depicts changes in AT1 mRNA expression (indicated as the number of AT1 molecules per ng of total RNA) over time in neonatal rat cardiac fibroblasts that were exposed to either IL-1β (1 ng/ml), TNF-α (10 ng/ml) or no treatment. A maximal increase of nearly fivefold in AT1 mRNA levels occurred 12 h after exposure to IL-1β. This increase in AT1 mRNA levels was more rapid than was seen with TNF-α. The maximal increase in AT1 mRNA levels is depicted as the number of AT1 molecules per ng of total RNA). A maximal increase of nearly fivefold in AT1 mRNA levels was more rapid than was seen with TNF-α and 123 pM for TNF-α. The maximal effects of IL-1β seen both in the time course and dose response studies were slightly but not significantly greater than those of TNF-α.

3.2. Time course and magnitude of NF-κB activation and nuclear translocation with IL-1β and TNF-α

Since activation of the transcription factor NF-κB is necessary for cytokine induced AT1 receptor upregulation [23] we tested whether the kinetics of NF-κB activation could account for the time course differences between IL-1β and TNF-α. Fig. 2A depicts a representative time course of luciferase activity from fibroblasts infected with a NF-κB-dependent adenoviral construct and treated with IL-1β or TNF-α. This increase in AT1 mRNA expression is similar at early time points of cytokine administration and is sustained over time in neonatal rat cardiac fibroblasts that were exposed to either IL-1β (1 ng/ml), TNF-α (10 ng/ml) or no treatment. A maximal increase of nearly fivefold in AT1 mRNA levels occurred 12 h after exposure to IL-1β. This increase in AT1 mRNA levels is likely due to inactivation of IL-1β in the media since the response was sustained at maximal levels over 24 h by re-stimulating with 1 ng/ml IL-1β (data not shown).

Fig. 1B depicts the results of dose response studies performed for IL-1β and TNF-α induced AT1 mRNA upregulation. IL-1β was about 10-fold more potent than TNF-α as indicated by the EC50 values which are 10.5 pM for IL-1β and 123 pM for TNF-α. The maximal effects of IL-1β seen both in the time course and dose response studies were slightly but not significantly greater than those of TNF-α.

Fig. 2A. TNF-α induces a slower but more sustained activation of a NF-κB-dependent reporter gene than does IL-1β. Confluent fibroblasts that had been infected with 6×κB-luciferase adenovirus were treated with 5 ng/ml TNF-α (dashed line, closed squares), 0.3 ng/ml IL-1β (solid line, closed triangles) or no cytokine (dashed line, open circles) for the indicated amount of time. Cells were lysed and assayed for luciferase activity as described in Section 2. A representative experiment (of three) depicting fold increase in luciferase activity is shown. B. TNF-α-induced reporter activity does not surpass that of IL-1β until after 17 h of treatment. Experiments were performed as described in part A above. The ratio of IL-1β-induced luciferase activity to that of TNF-α was plotted versus time of cytokine treatment. Each plotted point represents the mean ± S.E.M. of three independent experiments. A dashed line indicates the position where IL-1β luciferase activity equals that of TNF-α. Above this line IL-1β luciferase activity is greater and below this line TNF-α luciferase activity is greater. C. Nuclear translocation of NF-κB is similar at early time points of cytokine administration and is sustained with TNF-α, but not with IL-1β, treatment. Nuclear protein was isolated at time points from fibroblasts treated with IL-1β (0.3 ng/ml, L), or TNF-α (5 ng/ml, T) or no cytokine (-) and used in EMSA to demonstrate binding to the κB consensus sequence. The image of a representative gel (one of three) is depicted.
TNF-α. The increase in luciferase activity with IL-1β was faster and more transient than that with TNF-α, a finding that paralleled cytokine induction of AT₁ mRNA expression (Fig. 1A). A plot of the ratio of luciferase activity induced by IL-1β to that induced by TNF-α consistently showed that the IL-1β effect exceeded that of TNF-α until >17 h of treatment (Fig. 2B). We had previously demonstrated that the prolonged activation of NF-kB nuclear translocation with TNF-α could be explained by low but persistent IKK activity and IkB degradation [23]. EMSA analysis for the level of nuclear NF-kB was performed to determine if nuclear NF-kB levels could explain the differences in rate of activation between the two cytokines. Fig. 2C shows a representative autoradiograph of one of three experiments illustrating the amount of nuclear NF-kB. The nuclear level of NF-kB after IL-1β treatment was similar or less than that of TNF-α at all time points. Thus, at early time points the differences in the rate of gene activation between the two cytokines (seen in Fig. 2A, B) cannot be accounted for by the level of nuclear NF-kB. The reason for this difference between IL-1β and TNF-α is currently not known. However, the subsequent loss of luciferase activity with IL-1β (>6 h, Fig. 2A) seems to be due to the loss of NF-kB from the nucleus (Fig. 2C) since it could be prevented by adding more IL-1β to the cultured fibroblasts (data not shown).

3.3. IL-1β effects on AT₁ mRNA levels and receptor density are additive to those of TNF-α

Since both IL-1β and TNF-α have been detected in the post-MI heart we determined if their effects on AT₁ mRNA expression were additive. In these experiments the effects of combined low, intermediate and high concentrations of IL-1β and TNF-α (as determined from the dose response curves) on AT₁ mRNA expression were evaluated. Combined cytokine stimulation was assessed at 24 h, a time when TNF-α effects on AT₁ mRNA are maximal and significant IL-1β effects are still present. As shown in Fig. 3A, the combination of IL-1β and TNF-α increased AT₁ mRNA levels more than either cytokine alone. At intermediate concentrations the increase in AT₁ mRNA seen with the combination tended to exceed the arithmetic sum of the individual effects (260 ± 41% vs. 168 ± 11%, respectively; *P < 0.08).

As shown in Fig. 3B intermediate concentrations of individual and combined cytokines increased AT₁ receptor density after 48 h of exposure in a manner similar to that seen with the increases in mRNA levels. The levels of 3H-Ang II (10 nM) specific binding to untreated fibroblasts was 160.3 ± 43 fmol/mg protein. Total specific binding was increased by 80 ± 16% above control by 0.1 ng/ml IL-1β, 130 ± 26% by 1 ng/ml TNF-α and 288 ± 34% by combined treatment (Fig. 3B). Changes in Ang II binding were due to increases in AT₁ receptor density since binding was inhibited by losartan but not by PD123319 (both at 10⁻⁵ M).

3.4. Temporal and spatial correlations between appearance of cytokines, increased AT₁ receptor density and deposition of fibrous tissue in the post-MI heart

Previous studies indicate that mRNA and protein concentrations of TNF-α and IL-1β increase in the post-MI heart [18–21]. Since both IL-1β and TNF-α, alone and in combination, increase AT₁ receptor density on cardiac fibroblasts, we assessed the temporal and spatial associations between the appearances of these cytokines and AT₁ receptor density in the post-MI heart. Moreover, since TNF-α induced AT₁ receptor upregulation on cardiac fibroblasts enhances the profibrotic effects of Ang II in cultured cardiac fibroblasts
the relationship between the appearance of the pro-inflammatory cytokines, evidence of increased AT₁ receptor density and the development of fibrosis was also determined. 

Fig. 4A, B depict the gross and microscopic changes that occur at representative time points post-MI. As shown in panel A necrotic myocardium in the infarct (I) zone is gradually broken down and replaced by scar tissue as indicated by blue-green color on the Masson stain. This process is essentially complete by 14 days post-MI (data not shown). Microscopic evaluation of the border zone of the infarct (Fig. 4B) shows infiltration of non-myocytes beginning at 1 day post-MI. The accumulation of non-myocytes increases rapidly in this region through day 7 post-MI and, as indicated in column C, includes both macrophages and fibroblasts. Columns B and D demonstrate that the accumulation of cells in the peri-infarction (PI) zone is associated with breakdown of necrotic myocardium in the infarct zone (I) and Col deposition that begins in the PI zone. The extension of non-myocytes and deposition of Col between cardiac myocytes into regions of preserved myocardium outside of the scar is also seen in panel D as early as 3 days post-MI. Although the number of cardiac fibroblasts and macrophages diminishes as the scar is formed (columns B and C), localized accumulations of these cells persist for up to 83 days post-MI at the border between the scar and the non-infarcted myocardium.

Fig. 5 depicts representative examples of microscopic morphology (column A) and immunohistochemical staining for the pro-inflammatory cytokines and the AT₁ receptor (columns B–D, respectively) at the border zone of the infarction at the same post-MI time intervals as in Fig. 4. At day 1 immunostaining for TNF-α, IL-1β and AT₁ receptor is noted in the border zone in association with non-myocytes. The intensity of staining, however, is indistinguishable from that seen in the non-infarcted septum of these rats and from the LV free wall of sham operated rats (data not shown). By day 3 post-MI, non-myocytes accumulate at the PI zone and adjacent myocardium and there is intense immunostaining for TNF-α and IL-1β within these regions (columns B and C). Increased AT₁ receptor immunostaining is also noted in association with both fibroblasts and macrophages, but not with cardiac myocytes. This process reaches its peak between 7 and 14 days post-MI after which the density of non-myocytes and the AT₁ receptor is examined in greater detail in Fig. 6 which depicts low, medium and high magnification images of the infarcted LV free wall at 7 days post-MI. At this time point intense staining for both the pro-inflammatory cytokines and for the AT₁ receptor is seen on both cardiac fibroblasts and macrophages. The absence of immunostaining for either the cytokines or AT₁ receptor in association with cardiac myocytes is representative of results obtained at all time points throughout the study.

4. Discussion

Ang II plays an important role in post-MI remodeling of the ECM [2]. Most Ang II effects are mediated through the AT₁ receptor [2,4,5] which is upregulated in the post-MI heart [8,9]. In cultured cardiac fibroblasts TNF-α and IL-1β increase AT₁ receptor density [22], an effect that enhances profibrotic effects of Ang II [24]. Our results demonstrate that IL-1β upregulates the AT₁ receptor more rapidly and at lower concentrations than TNF-α, effects that are mimicked by a NF-κB-dependent luciferase reporter gene. Moreover, the effects of the cytokines in upregulating AT₁ receptor levels are additive. In the post-MI heart strong temporal and spatial associations between the appearance of IL-1β and TNF-α, increases in AT₁ receptor density on non-myocytes and Col deposition in the infarct and PI region were seen. These findings support the concept that, in addition to other recognized effects, IL-1β and TNF-α may also play an important role in the post-MI heart by regulating AT₁ receptor density.

Although both of the pro-inflammatory cytokines studied produce similar maximal increases in AT₁ mRNA and receptor density, IL-1β acts more rapidly and is ~10-fold more potent than TNF-α on a molar basis. Since these cytokines are first seen at about the same time in the PI zone (Fig. 5 [18–21]), IL-1β may provide the initial stimulus for AT₁ increases in this region. Evidence that the effects of the agents are additive suggests that they ultimately act in concert to maintain increased AT₁ density in the post-MI heart and that TNF-α plays an important role in the sustained effect. These findings support the notion of redundancy between cytokines regulating the AT₁ receptor and they could help explain the lack of efficacy of therapeutic regimens that target only one of these agents [29]. Previous studies indicate that interactions between TNF-α and IL-1β vary depending on the induced effect and cell involved. For example, in rat hepatoma cells TNF-α and IL-1β both individually and together induce acute phase protein genes [30] whereas in cardiac myocytes TNF-α, which alone has no effect on nitric oxide (NO) production, greatly potentiates IL-1β induced NO production through MAP kinase-mediated NF-κB activation [31]. Our results indicate that in cardiac fibroblasts TNF-α and IL-1β converge on the same downstream pathway to increase AT₁ receptor mRNA production.

Our previous work indicated that NF-κB activation was necessary for cytokine induced AT₁ mRNA upregulation in
Fig. 4. Evolution of changes in the post-MI left ventricle. The five time-points depicted are representative of the gross and microscopic changes that occur in the LV post-MI. A. Cross sections of the LV (with RV removed) stained with Masson trichrome. Necrotic tissue (red) at the infarct zone (I) is gradually replaced with Col (blue green) that forms the scar. B. H and E staining shows that by 3 days post-MI non-myocytes cells (dense nuclei stained purple) accumulate between the infarct (I) and the myocytes (M) at the PI zone. Their concentration peaks at 7 days and declines thereafter as scar replacement is completed. *Persistence of non-myocytes at the border is noted as late as 83 days post-MI. C. Immunostaining to identify macrophages demonstrates that the mononuclear infiltrate in-between the myocytes consists of macrophages (red stains, white arrow) and fibroblasts (not stained, black arrow). D. Amplified trichrome images demonstrate the accumulation of Col at the PI beginning at day 3 and continuing until the necrotic myocardium is replaced by scar tissue. Extension of Col between myocytes bordering the scar is also seen.
The use of NF-κB-dependent reporter constructs demonstrated more rapid activation of NF-κB with IL-1β, a finding that paralleled its effect on AT1 mRNA. We assessed the possibility that differences between IL-1β and TNF-α induced nuclear translocation of NF-κB might explain the differences in the time course of AT1 mRNA upregulation with the cytokines. However, as shown in Fig. 2C the initial more rapid increase in transcription with IL-1β is not due to cardiac fibroblasts [23]. The use of NF-κB-dependent reporter constructs demonstrated more rapid activation of NF-κB with IL-1β, a finding that paralleled its effect on AT1 mRNA. We assessed the possibility that differences between IL-1β and TNF-α induced nuclear translocation of NF-κB might explain the differences in the time course of AT1 mRNA upregulation with the cytokines. However, as shown in Fig. 2C the initial more rapid increase in transcription with IL-1β is not due to
increased NF-κB nuclear translocation. Perhaps the NF-κB activated by IL-1β has a greater trans-activation potential than that activated by TNF-α, an effect that could be due to different covalent modifications of NF-κB subunits or associations with ancillary molecules that affect transcriptional competency of NF-κB without affecting the DNA binding determined by EMSA. The EMSA analysis did reveal that the drop in NF-κB-dependent transcription with IL-1β can be explained by loss of NF-κB from the nucleus. As noted in Section 3.2 nuclear NF-κB levels could be maintained by repeated IL-1β administration.

To determine whether the in vitro effects of TNF-α and IL-1β might be involved in regulating AT₁ receptor expression post-MI, we examined the time course for the appearance of these pro-inflammatory cytokines and increased AT₁ receptor density in the post-MI rat heart. Although AT₁ receptor upregulation on non-myocytes in the post-MI rat heart has been noted [8,9], factors involved in this phenotypic change were not evaluated. We noted increased AT₁ receptor density in non-myocytes in the PI zone as early as 2–3 days post-MI that was closely related to appearance of TNF-α and IL-1β immunostaining in this region. Increases in AT₁ receptor density in the PI zone peaked by day 7 post-MI and slowly diminished thereafter. Nonetheless, the presence of these cytokines in association with the AT₁ receptor could still be detected at the border of the replacement scar as late as 83 days post-MI. Throughout the entire time course immunostaining for the AT₁ receptor and the pro-inflammatory cytokines were
closely related. As with the AT1 receptor, the appearance of the cytokines was associated predominantly with non-myocytes in the PI region. These findings extend previous reports [18–21] by relating the appearance of TNF-α and IL-1β temporally and spatially with increased AT1 receptor density on non-myocytes in the PI zone and by demonstrating their persistence over an extended period of time post-MI.

The strong association between TNF-α and IL-1β and increased AT1 receptor density with non-myocytes in the post-MI heart supports the notion that these cytokines induce AT1 upregulation in an autocrine or paracrine fashion and, thus, may have previously unsuspected effects in regulating the remodeling process. Stimulation of cardiac fibroblasts with Ang II increases production of ECM proteins and the tissue inhibitor of matrix metalloproteinase-1 (TIMP-1). These effects are mediated through the AT1 receptor. We have shown that in cardiac fibroblasts cytokine induced increases in the AT1 receptor significantly enhances these effects of Ang II and also reduces MMP-2 production and activity [24]. Thus, the occurrence of cytokine induced AT1 upregulation in the post-MI heart would favor deposition of fibrous tissue by magnifying the response to Ang II. Early post-MI in the PI zone, this effect would benefit the development of the replacement scar. However, increased AT1 receptor density on non-myocytes also extends into non-infarcted myocardium and in these areas increased fibrosis would adversely affect cardiac function. The persistence of the pro-inflammatory cytokines and increased AT1 receptor density at the border of the scar for an extended time post-MI has not previously been noted. Although of uncertain significance, it indicates that this border zone remains an active region that potentially could affect cardiac function by further modifying the replacement scar or by producing factors that could influence remodeling in adjacent segments of myocardium.

We found AT1 receptor immunoreactivity on fibroblasts and macrophages that had accumulated at the PI zone but not on myocytes in any region of the heart. Previous studies indicate that the number of AT1 receptors on cardiac fibroblasts to be in the range of 40,000–100,000 per cell, a number that cytokine induced upregulation is capable of more than doubling [22,32]. The lack of AT1 immunostaining on cardiac myocytes in the post-MI rat heart is consistent with in vitro observations that rat myocytes in culture express low levels of the AT1 receptor [4]. These findings support the notion that Ang II effects on myocytes may be related to secretion of ‘secondary’ growth factors from fibroblasts [6]. Increased AT1 receptor density in the PI zone involved macrophages as well as fibroblasts. Upregulation of various components of the renin-Ang system including the AT1 receptor has been observed on monocytes as they migrate from the circulation and differentiate to macrophages in tissue [33]. Our findings indicate that AT1 receptor density also occurs on macrophages in the PI zone. Although the role of the AT1 receptor on macrophages in cardiac remodeling has not been extensively studied, AT1 null mice exhibit reduced macrophage infiltration and cytokine production in the heart post-MI [34] suggesting a role of the AT1 receptor in mediating Ang II stimulated macrophage chemotaxis and cell migration. Since macrophages are important sources of pro-inflammatory cytokines enhanced migration related to AT1 receptor upregulation could influence remodeling by increasing cytokine concentrations.
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